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Abstract

Multi-object tracking is a fundamental computer vision
task with a wide variety of real-life applications ranging
from surveillance and monitoring to biomedical video anal-
ysis. Multi-object tracking is a challenging task due to com-
plications caused by object appearance changes, complex
object dynamics, clutter in the environment, and partial or
full occlusions. In this paper, we propose a time-efficient
detection-based multi-object tracking system using a three-
step cascaded data association scheme that combines a fast
spatial distance only short-term data association, a robust
tracklet linking step using discriminative object appearance
models, and an explicit occlusion handling unit relying not
only on tracked objects’ motion patterns but also on envi-
ronmental constraints such as presence of potential occlud-
ers in the scene. Our experiments on UA-DETRAC multi-
object tracking benchmark dataset consisting of challeng-
ing real-world traffic videos show promising results against
state-of-the-art trackers.

1. Introduction
Visual tracking is a fundamental computer vision task

with many applications in various domains from surveil-
lance and monitoring, sport video analysis, robotics, to
biomedical motion analysis. Single object tracking [6, 27,
37, 3] and multi-object tracking [36, 2, 22] are the two main
categories of visual tracking. Multi-object tracking aims to
locate multiple objects in a scene, maintain their identities
in time, and form motion trajectories for further analysis.
Recent advances in object detection methods [12, 26, 13]
started to shift the focus of multi-object tracking studies
from object localization to data association and trajectory

Figure 1. Proposed system overview.

estimation. Tracking-by-detection methods maintain object
identities in time and form motion trajectories relying on
data association approaches [25, 10]. The data association
process can be performed either online [17, 29] by exploit-
ing only the information gathered form the past frames, or
offline (also called batch-mode) [18, 40] by exploiting infor-
mation from both past and future frames. Some applications
(e.g. online surveillance, navigation, autonomous driving
etc.) require online object tracking. Temporary detection
problems, false positives (spurious detections), false neg-
atives (such as those caused by partial or full occlusions),
over/under segmentation (target splits and merges), or data
association ambiguities may lead to trajectory fragmenta-
tion. In such cases, tracklet linking is needed to generate
more complete trajectories.

There are two critical issues with data association for
multi-object tracking. First, how to reliably match new de-
tections to the existing trajectories despite sub-optimal de-
tection results and objects entering/exiting the scene. Sec-
ond, how to reduce the computational cost needed to re-
solve multiple hypotheses. Appearance [39, 2, 24], mo-
tion [23, 38], and environment context [39, 31] are the ma-
jor cues used to link targets or fragmented tracklets (i.e.
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those resulted form occlusions or miss detections). Sev-
eral methods have been proposed to reduce computational
cost of hypothesis optimization [32, 15]. However, these
methods highly depend on the density of the targets in the
dataset. Other methods have focused on reducing hypothe-
sis space by hypothesis refinement [2, 16], or by performing
assignment in multiple steps. [16] describes a tracking-by-
detection system based on a three-level hierarchical asso-
ciation approach. First level links objects in consecutive
frames; second level links tracklets based on appearance
and motion affinity measurements; final level manages en-
tering and exiting objects and handles occlusions for better
performance. [20] proposes a learning-based hierarchical
approach where association is handled progressively form-
ing longer and longer track fragments (tracklets) until the
desired target trajectories are obtained. In [18] a small set
of local image descriptors is used as affinity models to pro-
duce short reliable tracklets. Online trained samples for
target-specific appearance model is used to generate longer
tracklets. Both short and long tracklets are then fed to an
hierarchical association. In [29], missed detections are han-
dled by using geometric information, considering detector
reliability, and target motion prediction.

In this paper, we propose a tracking-by-detection ap-
proach using a three-level cascade for efficient data associ-
ation. The first level generates short-term but reliable track-
lets across consecutive frames using only spatial distance
for matching. The second level links the short-term track-
lets using a greedy global assignment scheme, where infor-
mation from the whole sequence is exploited. This level
combines spatial and temporal cues with object appearance
features to ensure time efficiency while preserving tracking
accuracy. The third level handles occlusions and miss de-
tections based on tracked objects motion patterns and envi-
ronmental conditions (i.e. presence of potential occluders).
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed three levels data associa-
tion scheme. Experimental results show that the proposed
data association cascade improves tracking performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the details of the proposed system including the approaches
for track initialization, objects position prediction, local and
global data association. Section 3 presents the experimental
results. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Multi-Object Tracking

Multi-object tracking (MOT) is the process of locating
objects of interest in a video sequence, maintaining their
identities over time, and producing a set of trajectories de-
scribing their motion. In this paper, a tracking-by-detection
framework is proposed where results from an object detec-
tor is used as input to the tracker. Below subsections sum-
marize main steps involved in the proposed tracking system.

2.1. Track Initialization

When a new track is formed, four groups of informa-
tion corresponding to the new track are initialized: (1) de-
tected objects location, width, height, and appearance; (2)
counters for age, start frame, end frame, visible frames,
and invisible frames; (3) Kalman filter parameters KF t

i =
{xti, P t

i } where xti represents state estimate for the object i
at frame t and P t

i represents associated covariance matrix;
and (4) object velocity records.
2.2. Track Position Prediction

Short-term data association step (Level 1), resolves the
associations of the detected object positions Dt to the pre-
dicted track positions Tt at frame t. Kalman filter with a
constant velocity model is used to predict the new positions
of the tracked objects using their past trajectories. Velocity
vectors for each target are stored to be used in the follow-
ing steps. The process involves prediction and update steps.
First positions of the targets are estimated from their current
states, then Kalman filter updates the target states using the
detections from the current frame.
2.3. Data Association Level 1: Short-Term Local

Association

Short-term local data association is the first data asso-
ciation stage in our system. In this stage, object detec-
tions Dt = {d1, d2, ...., dN} are assigned to the previously
tracked objects T t−1 = {T1, T2, ...., TM} . Where N is
the number of the detected objects at frame t and M is the
number of tracked objects at frame t − 1. Spatial distance
is used for detection-to-track associations between consecu-
tive frames. Detected objects are assigned to existing tracks
by minimizing a cost matrix using Munkres Hungarian al-
gorithm [25]. Elements of the cost matrix are computed as:

C(i, j) = log ‖di(x, y), Tj(x, y)‖2 (1)

where di(x, y) and Tj(x, y) are the centroids of the de-
tected objects and predicted tracks respectively. Circular
gating regions around the predicted track positions are used
to eliminate highly unlikely associations, to reduce compu-
tational cost, and to reduce false matches. Minimization on
the cost matrix results in the assignment T × 2 matrix At

containing the indices of the corresponding detection and
track pairs. Since the short-term association process consid-
ers only the information from consecutive frames, it can not
recover from temporary detection or association problems
such as occlusions, false detections, matching ambiguities
etc. Further stages of our pipeline will be used to improve
the performance in these cases.

2.4. Data Association Level 2: Global Data Associ-
ation with Appearance Model

Various problems during object detection and data asso-
ciation stages may cause tracks to terminate early resulting



in short tracklets rather than full tracks. Global data asso-
ciation is used to link tracklets to generate longer tracks.
Global data association is an expensive process because
it optimizes all possible hypotheses rather than only those
on consecutive frames. In order to reduce computational
cost while still resolving complex assignment cases, we
perform global association at tracklet level rather than de-
tection level. Tracklet level global association offers two
main advantages: (1) reduced number of hypotheses thus
reduced computational cost; (2) more information per hy-
pothesis thus more reliable matching. In this stage, past and
future information are used to link tracklets. Spatial dis-
tance, tracklet start and end times, motion directions, and
appearance models are used to filter out infeasible matches
between tracklets.

In this work, for target appearance description, we adopt
the appearance model described in our earlier work [2].
This model combines shape and texture properties de-
scribed by HoG (Histogram of Gradients) descriptor with
object color attributes described by CN (color name) his-
tograms and compared with our novel color correlation cost
matrix. HoG (Histogram of Gradients) descriptor [8] is a
widely used powerful descriptor that describes shape and
texture through histogram of gradient orientations in local
image regions. We record the HoG (Histogram of Gradi-
ents) descriptor for all new tracks at the time of track ini-
tialization. Mean square error (MSE) is used to compute the
distance between two HoG descriptors. For color informa-
tion, the histogram of color information adapted from [2] is
recorded during track initialization. Earth mover distance
(EMD)[30] is used to compare color histograms. EMD
computes the minimum cost needed to transform one his-
togram to another histogram. EMD combined with color
correlation cost matrix makes appearance matching robust
to shadow and illumination changes. Linking at this stage is
exclusively for already partially tracked objects in the scene
that suffered from early termination. For cases where ob-
jects were not detected for a period of time, because of par-
tial or full occlusions, a separate occlusion handling stage
described below is proposed.

2.5. Data Association Level 3: Occlusions Handling

When a tracked object gets occluded, lack of detection
causes its track to terminate. When the object later reap-
pears, the systems starts a new track with a new object id.
Occlusion handling module aims to link these tracklets cor-
responding to the same object, preserving their object id
through the occlusion events. Sample tracklets before and
after occlusion handling process are shown in Figure 2. The
proposed occlusion handling module extends the methods
described in [29] with bidirectional reasoning (forward and
backward in time) and with combined appearance-based
and geometric-based constraints instead of geometric only

Figure 2. Sample tracklets before and after occlusion handling.
The first row shows the trajectories after applying the first two data
association stages from our method. Second row shows relinked
tracklets after the third data association stage.

matching. Occlusion handling process starts by identifying
early terminated tracklets as pre-occlusion candidates, and
late start tracklets as post-occlusion candidates. Tracks that
exit the scene at known exit locations or sinks are excluded
from the pre-occlusion candidate list. Tracks that enter the
scene at known enter locations or sources are excluded from
the post-occlusion candidate list. Occlusion handling mod-
ule uses two types of information: (1) tracklets history (i.e.
initialization/termination times and positions, motion direc-
tion etc. for tracklets in pre- and post-occlusion candidate
lists); and (2) scene information (i.e. object detection masks
to locate potential dynamic occluders in the scene).

For each tracklet x in the pre-occlusion list, an occlusion
confidence map ð is generated. These maps encode pre-
dicted locations of the tracked objects post occlusion. Oc-
clusion confidence maps are generated combining tracklet
motion model PT,x, occlusion confidence PO,x, and mo-
tion prediction range PM,x for the tracked object for t sub-
sequent frames as described in Eq. 2:

ðt(i) = PT,x(i)× P t
O,x(i)× P t

M,x(i) (2)

where i denotes pixel location and t denotes the maximum
occlusion duration considered by the proposed system (an
input parameter). Tracklet motion model PT,x encodes in-
ertial state of the tracked object using its motion history:

PT,x(i) = exp

(
−
(〈
px, d

〉
− ‖px‖‖d‖

)2
2σ2

1‖px‖2‖d‖2

)
(3)

Where px is the predicted motion direction of trajectory
x, which is computed as the mean of the motion direction
history of x; d (d = i − xi) is the spatial distance from
pixel location i to the last seen location of x; and σ1 is the
motion direction variance. Occlusion confidence PO,x mea-
sures the probability of a pixel being occluder/foreground
versus background:

PO,x(i) =

{
1, if i ∈ detected regions (FG).
1− α otherwise (BG).

(4)



Figure 3. Occlusion event handling process for a sample object
from ViaDrone2018[41] dataset. The object is occluded from
frame #31 to #39. A time interval (t = 15) set to show how
many frames used for predicting the location of the object after
occlusion event starts. (a) Video frames, before occlusion, object
inertial overlaid on the frame, during occlusion, and after occlu-
sion. (b) First row: original frames, second row: potential oc-
cluders (PO,x), third row: object motion prediction (PM,x), fourth
row: combined confidence ðt for the tracklets initiated on specific
frame.

where α = [0, 1] is detection score reliability. Motion pre-
diction range PM,x encodes predicted motion of the tracked
object in t subsequent frames:

PM,x(i) = exp

(
− ‖i− xi‖

2

2σ2
2t

2px

)
(5)

where σ2 is the motion variance within t frames. The
combined confidence map ðt is then used to find the most
probable match from the post-occlusion list to the selected
tracklet in the pre-occlusion list. The process is repeated for
each tracklet in the pre-occlusion list.

3. Experimental Results
We have tested and evaluated our MOT tracker on UA-

DETRAC-test multi-object tracking benchmark dataset [33]
consisting of 40 challenging real-world traffic videos (10
videos for beginner level, 30 videos for experienced level
as classified by[33]). We have evaluated the performance of
our tracker using the UA-DETRAC evaluation toolkit. The
evaluation process includes the following metrics described
in [33]: mostly track (PR-MT), mostly lost (PR-ML), iden-
tity switches (PR-IDS), track fragmentation (PR-FRAG),
false positives (PR-FP), false negatives (PR-FN), multi-
object tracking precision (PR-MOTP), and multi-object
tracking accuracy (PR-MOTA). Final evaluation measures
are computed by applying the trackers on a set of object
detection results obtained by varying detection scores.

We compared our tracking results to state-of-the-art
trackers that participated in the IWTS42017[1] challenge
using CompACT [7] object detectors. The comparison
scores shown in Table 1 and Table 2 are adopted from [21].

Figure 4. Sample tracks from two different data sets (best seen in
color).

We also used our three-level multi-object tracker (SCTack-
3L) and our two-level local and global data association
without occlusion handling level (ScTrack) for comparison.
Table 1 summarizes the tracking performances on begin-
ner set and Table 2 for experienced set. Our tracker has
promising and comparable results compared to the state-of-
the art trackers. Figure 3 shows the intermediate results of
the occlusion handling process. As shown in the tables, the
performance of the tracker is improved in terms of identity
switches and tracklet fragmentation, due to the third level
of our pipeline (occlusion handling ), which links the frag-
mented tracklets. PR-FP metric also increased because the
target bounding boxes are predicted and recovered during
occlusion handling. Figure 4 shows sample results.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a detection-based multi-object

tracking system that uses a three-step cascaded data asso-
ciation scheme to ensure time efficiency while preserving
tracking accuracy. Low cost local data association oper-
ates at object level on consecutive frames relying on only
spatial distance. A robust tracklet linking step using dis-
criminative object appearance models and explicit occlu-
sion handling unit relying on tracked objects’ motion pat-
terns and potential occluders in the scene improve the track-
ing results while preserving time-efficiency by operating
on tracklets rather than individual detections. Experiments
on UA-DETRAC dataset shows promising results against
state-of-the-art trackers. We are in the process of extending



Table 1. Tracker performance comparison against AVSS2017 challenge participants on 10 beginner level video sequences. Object detec-
tions from CompACT detector is used as input to the tracker. Two best performances for each metric are marked in bold. The performance
of the other trackers are presented according to [21]. ”− ” indicates unavailable result.

Trackers PR-MOTA↑ PR-MOTAP↑ PR-MT↑ PR-ML↓ PR-IDS↓ PR-FRAG↓ PR-FP↓ PR-FN↓
GOG[28] 23.9 47.4 20.5 21.0 829.9 776.2 6276.5 36738.3
CEM[4] 8.1 44.2 3.8 40.9 73.7 88.3 3236.0 60393.3
IHTLS[9] 20.8 46.5 20.2 21.6 178.0 735.8 10484.0 37172.1
H2T[34] 21.8 44.0 21.7 21.7 162.9 191.7 10278.4 36115.2
CMOT[5] 22.5 45.9 23.3 20.0 40.7 254.1 11424.4 34134.9
HGFT[14] − − − − − − − −
GM-PHD[11] 21.8 47.6 16.2 20.4 641.8 2038.5 37963.0 186043.9
CCM[2] − − − − − − − −
JTEGCTD[21] 28.4 47.1 23.1 18.3 69.4 260.6 5034.0 33093.8
MTT[35] − − − − − − − −
GMPHD-KCF[19] − − − − − − − −
SCTrack 23.1 46.0 19.9 20.2 105.4 365.8 8870.5 35974.8
SCTrack 3L 25.9 47.2 15.0 20.6 91.8 323.7 2485.2 38820.9

Table 2. Tracker performance comparison against AVSS2017 challenge participants on 30 video sequences for the experienced level. Best
two high ranks performance for each metric are marked in bold. The performance of the other trackers are presented according to [21].

Trackers PR-MOTA↑ PR-MOTAP↑ PR-MT↑ PR-ML↓ PR-IDS↓ PR-FRAG↓ PR-FP↓ PR-FN↓
GOG[28] 11.7 34.4 10.8 21.1 2571.2 2463.8 25352.8 145257.5
CEM[4] 4.5 33.2 2.6 34.5 198.1 267.5 9047.6 200703.1
IHTLS[9] 8.7 34.2 10.7 21.1 774.0 2835.9 42814.2 145188.5
H2T[34] 10.1 33.6 11.5 20.3 687.8 922.2 41193.8 139703.2
CMOT[5] 10.3 33.4 12.6 19.7 243.2 1255.9 45619.6 134568.6
HGFT[14] 12.1 33.5 10.4 21.5 1927.5 2141.0 24160.0 145262.2
GM-PHD[11] 10.9 35.0 15.1 21.6 556.4 1674.9 29687.1 147257.0
CCM[2] 10.7 33.8 11.9 20.0 514.7 1705.5 35624.7 142110.0
JTEGCTD[21] 14.2 34.4 13.5 18.7 415.3 1345.7 26221.8 133867.4
MTT[35] 12.0 35.7 7.7 23.2 814.7 3158.9 14016.8 156997.0
GMPHD-KCF[19] 12.0 33.8 10.8 19.5 648.8 1300.2 30518.1 140669.4
SCTrack 10.7 33.8 11.9 20.0 514.7 1705.5 35624.7 142110.0
SCTrack 3L 12.1 35.0 7.7 24.8 378.3 947.5 8241.0 162937.6

our appearance model for further improved results.
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